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Abstract: Presented paper describes usage of Vold-Kalman filter of the first generation compared
with time-frequency method as the short-time Fourier transform or order tracking technique based
on resampling. Advantages of Vold-Kalman filter will be showed on extraction of order signal for
variable rotor speed. Additionally, ability to extract multiple orders will be demonstrated as well as
utilization of removing resonances from a real vibration signal during the rotor startup and coastdown.
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1

INTRODUCTION
There are multiple methods for analysis of vibration or acoustic signals from rotary machines. General time-frequency methods like the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) offer easy calculation of
spectrogram but have limited resolution in time and frequency. In this context, rotor speed must be
kept constant or changing only a little [1], otherwise the examined signal components are smeared.
Methods using averaging and synchronized sampling are also used but the only application is for
stable speed with small fluctuations. To overcome this limitation, order analysis methods based on
resampling the vibration signal according to the rotational frequency are used. Instead of frequency,
so called orders are used, which mean multiples of rotational frequency. The orders are constant thus
spectrogram smearing is greatly reduced even when the speed is changed rapidly.
During the rotor startup and coastdown, orders are crossing the resonances originating from mechanics of the stator part. To determine condition of the machine, the energy of the orders is evaluated.
The resonances distort the orders and highly reduce interpretation of such signals. Vold-Kalman filter
is beneficial in such situations when the crossing orders need to be split [2].

2

VOLD-KALMAN FILTER
There are two generations of Vold-Kalman filter. Only first generation (VKF1) published by Vold and
Leuridan will be described and used in this paper [3]. This filter is capable of extracting a sinusoidal
waveform of time-varying frequency, also called the order. Moreover, this extraction is possible for
close or crossing orders [4] as will be showed in experimental section of the paper.
Main idea of the method is covered by structural and data equations. Structural equation describes
how the order x is modulated in frequency and amplitude as sinusoidal signal
xn + cn xn−1 + xn−2 = εn ,

(1)

where n indexes data samples with total length N. Error term εn enables slight changes in amplitude
and frequency. The order phase cn is usually calculated from instantaneous frequency f and sampling
period Ts
cn = −2 cos(2π fn Ts ) .
(2)
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Usually, more than one order needs to be extracted, as showed in data equation
P

yn =

∑ x p,n + ηn ,

(3)

p=1

where P means number of all orders to be extracted. Error term η includes remaining signal as noise
or other non-harmonic components. The goal of the filter is to minimize error terms and thus find the
best fit according to the equation
J = r2 εT ε + ηT η .
(4)
Following matrix equation leads to a solution minimizing the criterion function from Eq. (4)
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c p,N−2 1
(6)

where matrices B p are described as multiplication of matrix A p , E is identity matrix. Factor r adjusts
filter bandwidth, higher value makes it narrower [5]. Equation (5) contains multiplication of the main
matrix with dimensions NP by NP, solution vectors x has dimensions NP by 1, vector in the right side
has also dimensions NP by 1. Mentioned matrix system contains nonzero values only on particular
diagonals, this makes it sparse. The best option for solving such system is to use method of conjugate
gradients with preconditioning [2], [6]. Beneficial property of VKF1 is zero phase delay.
3

EXPERIMENT
Signals used in this section are measured on a small balancing jig driven by an electric motor. Piezoelectric accelerometer is used to measure vibrations perpendicular to the rotation axis and tacho probe
to measure rotor speed using reflective mark attached to the rotor. Sampling frequency for both channels is 25.6 kHz. There were measured two sets of data, one for unbalanced and one for balanced
rotor. The main goal of this experiment is to show extraction of multiple orders on real data because
this property is usually showed on synthetic signals [2], [4].

Figure 1: STFT spectrogram of an unbalanced Figure 2: STFT spectrogram of a balanced rotor
rotor during startup and coastdown.
during startup and coastdown.
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Figure 3: Order spectrogram of an unbalanced Figure 4: Order spectrogram of a balanced rotor.
rotor.
To make the first view on the measured vibration signal, standard spectrogram using STFT was created. Since the trade-off between resolution in the time and in the frequency must be made, window of
51200 samples (2 seconds) was used and this window was applied on signals from both balanced and
unbalanced rotors with shifts of 12800 samples (i.e. 1/4 of the window length) to make spectrogram
smoother. Resulting spectrograms are showed in Figs. 1 and 2. It is clearly visible that the rotational
speed is approximately linearly increasing to about 35 Hz and then decreasing toward zero as visible
in the first, the strongest harmonic. Higher harmonics are also visible as integer multiples of base
(first) harmonic. Apart from harmonics, there are resonances as disturbances at constant frequency.
Effect of correct balancing is clearly visible in Fig. 2 since the first harmonic is significantly weaker
than the one in Fig. 1.
Even that the spectrograms in Figs. 1 and 2 are smoothed, there are visible square artefacts, especially
in rapid frequency changes. These correspond to resolution limits in the time and the frequency. For
analysis purposes, it is better to use orders instead of frequency, because the order represents specific
multiple of the rotational speed displayed as a straight line in the order spectrogram. To achieve this,
vibration signal is resampled with respect to the rotational speed in the way that there is constant
number of samples in one revolution, also called even angle signal. Order spectrogram is then created
applying the STFT on even angle signal. Since the spectral smearing is avoided by the resampling,
rectangular window is utilized. Resulting order spectrograms are showed in Figs. 3 and 4. The first
harmonic is now straight line corresponding to the first order, which is not affected by the resolution
as much as STFT spectrogram. Originally constant resonances are now hyperbolically shaped.
STFT and order spectrograms are widely used in vibration analysis because they allow easy overview
of measured vibrations. Since the levels in spectrograms are distinguished by colors and there are
effects of windows, it is impossible to see subtle details in the spectrograms. To look deeper and find
even more, it is beneficial to see the time waveform of the particular order. This can be achieved by
the Vold-Kalman filter.
For instance, higher amplitude of the first order of the vibration signal shows how precisely the rotor
is balanced. To see exact amplitude as a number, it is needed to extract the waveform with the
same frequency as the speed profile called order waveform. Higher amplitude will show that the
rotor is worse balanced. VKF1 with bandwidth of 1 Hz is used and there were extracted waveforms
from vibration signals measured on both balanced and unbalanced rotors. Such bandwidth will cover
only the order signal without any noise or other components. Additionally, an envelope of both
signals was calculated using Hilbert transform for simpler analysis. Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show that
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Figure 5: Result of VKF1 extraction only of 1st Figure 6: Result of VKF1 extraction only of 1st
order for unbalanced rotor.
order for balanced rotor.
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Figure 7: Result of VKF1 extraction of 1st order Figure 8: Result of VKF1 extraction of 1st order
and major resonances for unbalanced rotor.
and major resonances for balanced rotor.
the instantaneous amplitude of the first order of unbalanced rotor is about ten times higher than for
balanced one. Moreover, substantial resonances crossing the order during the startup and coastdown
put unwanted spikes to the order envelope. Resonances amplitude is about the same level as the
amplitude of the order. Removal of such resonances would make it possible to obtain more descriptive
order signal.
The simplest way how to suppress the resonances is to create their model and extract multiple orders
from the signal using VKF1. Apart from speed profile of previously used first order, additional
speed profiles with constant frequency of the disturbing resonances will be used. STFT spectrogram
using longer window of 8 seconds to increase the frequency resolution is used to find the strongest
resonances. These resonances are located at 7.7 Hz, 10.3 Hz and 14.5 Hz. Filter bandwidth associated
to all four extracted signals is 1 Hz, thereby other components are significantly suppressed and more
importantly, filter convergence is dramatically increased. Suppression of the resonances is clearly
visible in Figs. 7 and 8. The first order envelope for unbalanced rotor is significantly enhanced.
4

CONCLUSION
The paper shows possible procedure for vibration analysis of rotating machinery where combination
of multiple methods enables to inspect vibration signal in detail. The main accent is focused on re-
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moving the resonances from the signal based on modelling and extraction using Vold-Kalman filter.
An assumption of knowledge of the resonances frequency is used as well as theirs unchanging frequency. VKF1 effectively split the crossing orders. This was showed on the experimental data rather
than on some synthetic signals usually used in the relevant literature. Filter bandwidth is critical since
it significantly speeds up filter convergence for method of conjugate gradients with preconditioning
used in the experiment.
Presented graphs show that suppressing of the resonances is possible when these are properly modelled. The main advantage of this method becomes apparent for rotating devices during the startup
and coastdown, even with dramatic speed transitions. Such scenarios are suitable for final tests in
production areas.
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